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ABSTRACT
Now a days,the importance of computers is a fact which can never be
rejected.Database development in computer systems is one of the most important field that is
required for all organisations and institııtion.

The aim of this project is to manage the conferences,the people who are going to take
part in these conferences.,handlingthe personnels who just came to visit conference to listen to
some paper presentations.to manage the time and date arrangement,to control and record the
payments and to manage the sending of invitation cards.

MS Access is used to achieve thse aims.The fundamental structure and function of MS
Access is explained in this project

.
.•.
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INTRODUCTION
Many excellent database systems and generic applications are available for
storing information

about different persons

from different field of areas. Many

applications make a list of people who would be coming to an event or the people who
may not be able to attend the event due to some problem. Many other can send emails to
different persons at the same time, other can handle accounts and security.
But there is no application which can do all this at the same time or instant, my
application tries to accomplish it. My target was to produce an application which will in
tum give us the flexibility of sending mass emails handling accounts and tracking
records.
This project begins by providing general information about the importance of
computer in our life. In the first chapter there is a brief history of development of
databases in all over the world and there need in our life and after that the role of MS
Access in the field of computer science as a database system is provided. Also the
functionality of MS Access is also a part of it. In the end of the chapter the advancements
made in the field of MS Access are explored.
Second chapter provides the brief case study of the patient's record system, then
the design of the tables and there relationships are given.
Third chapter layout logic of the program and its flowcharts. This is an important
chapter as it draft out the way for the application.
In the fourth chapter the designs of the forms used and reports are given. It also
includes menu forms. The properties and logic behind it is also discussed also gives the
brief coding behind each form and queries used for tables, search forms and reports .

•

.
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INTRODUCTION TO DATABASE AND MS ACCESS

1. 1 NEED OF COMPUTERS IN LIFE
As we know that computer software has become a driving force. It is the engine
that drives, business decision making. It serves as the basis for modem scientific
investigation and engineering problem solving.
It is a key factor that differentiates modem product and services. It is embedded in
systems of all kinds: transportation, medical, military, telecommunication, industrial
processes, entertainment, office products and even business concerns, etc.
Now as we move on to the new era software engineering and problem solving will
become the main force behind all the fields, from elementary education to generic
engineering.
Before the introduction of computers in the different institutions, especially in
medical diagnostics and management almost all the daily work was done with pen paper.
In the hospitals the information regarding the patients, there medical history, records of
rooms, services all were on cards and files. And the cards were updated everyday for
updating each and every services and information rendered to the patient. Due to this
kind of updating there were more chances of errors, and a wrong and criminal entry could
be made. As there no backups for the cards so when they are lost or damaged, all the data
was lost.
So to improve the working of any institution, not especially hospitals. A new
sense of change had to be brought in, which simply pointed to the fast machines to work
place, in place of humans to eliminate any chance of errors and create afi environment
••

where every bit of data is secured and can be accessed by a simple touch of a button. And
also there would be no or almost zero chance of losing any data due to the presence of
backup systems, kept at different places.
A computer system in hospital or in private clinics means that the accuracy and
speed of hospital services will increase to a great extent. And also it has increased the
speed of diagnoses.
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1.2 DATABASE MENAGEMENT SYSTEM
Database is collections of related data items. Examples of databases are records of
students in university, patient's records in a hospital, customer records in a bank etc.
When it is required to access a paıticular record in a database, a database
management system (DBMS) is used. The DBMS creates the database, provides easy
access to users in order to view, update or add a new record. Many small applications can
be designed by using a single database. Large applications may require

a number of

separate databases.

1.3 RELATIONAL DATABASE
In recent years, database management systems (DBMS) have established
themselves as the primary means of data storage for information systems ranging from
large commercial transaction processing applications to PC-based desktop applications.
At the heart of most of today's information systems is a relational database management
system (RDBMS). RDBMS have been the workhorse for data management operations-for
over a decade and continue to evolve and mature, providing sophisticated storage,
retrieval, and distribution functions to enterprise-wide data processing and information
management systems. Compared to the file systems, relational database management
systems provide organizations with the capability to easily integrate and leverage the
massive amounts of operational data into meaningful information systems.
The evolution of high-powered database engines such as MS Access has fostered
the development of advanced "enabling" technologies including client/server, data
warehousing, and online analytical processing, all of which comprise the core of today's
state-of-the-art information man~gement systems.

1 .4 INTRODUCTION TO ACCESS DEVELOPMENT

.

•

1.4.1 WHAT KIND OF APPLICATIONS CAN BE DEVELOPED BY ACCESS
Microsoft Access offers a variety of features for different database needs. An
Access application is made up of the same objects as an Access database tables, queries,
forms, reports, data access pages, macros, and modules. What makes an application
different from a database is that the objects are tied together into a coherent system. An
application organizes related tasks so that the user can focus on the job at hand, not on
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how the application works or on the program used to develop the hand, not on how the
application works or on the program used to develop the application. MICROSOFTS
ACCESS can be used to develop five general types of applications:
•

Personal applications

•

Applications used to run a small business

•

Departmental applications

•

Corporation-wide applications

•

Front-end for enterprise-wide client/server applications

1.4.2 ACCESS AS A DEVELOPMENT PLATEFORM
The keys to an Access application are its objects, their properties, and the
events that occur on forms. Your application is made up of objects that users see and
use directly (forms, reports, and data access pages) and supporting objects that control
how the forms, reports, and data access pages work (tables, queries, macros, and
modules).
Although Access might be best suited for departmental applications, it can also be
used to produce applications that are distributed throughout the organization. How
successful this endeavor will be depends on the corporation. There is a limit to the
number of users that can concurrently share an Access application while maintaining
acceptable performance. There is also a limit to the number ofrecords that each table can
contain without a significant degradation in performance, These numbers vary depending
on various factors:
•

How much network traffic already exists on the network?

•

How much RAM and how many processors the server has.

•

What the server is already being used for; for example, are applications such as
Microsoft Office being loaded from the server or from local workstations.
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•

What types of tasks the users of the application will be performing; are they
querying, entering data, running reports, and so on.

•

Where Access and your Access application will be run from (the server or the
workstation).

•

What network operating system is in place?

•

.
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INTRODUCTION TO PROBLEM AND THE DATABASE DESIGN

2. 1. CASE STUDY
Our university held many conferences each year and the conferences, the people
who are taking part in those conferences, handling the personals who just came to visit
the conference to listen to some paper presentations, the days, time and place of different
papers all these and more were used to manage by hand or better be said manually.
My conference tracking system promise to manage all that and bit more, with it
you can send different notifications e.g. sending notifications to all the people who did
not paid money that the time is getting lost please send money automatically. Also one
can send different pre drafted email messages to a pool of different peoples.

2.2 SOLUTION
I have selected MS ACCESS as my developing tool, as it is one of the best
database application development tools. This application is going to be a single tire
application, that means it is going to be run on a single platform but it can also be
converted to n-tire application by simple enhancements. Many people asked me when I
choose MS ACCESS as the development environment that why you did not choose other
options available, I told them it the worlds rated number one desktop RDBMS and its
flexibility as a front end tool is unbelievable, that's why also many of the worlds
companies are using MS ACCESS as their primary development tool.

2.3. DESIGN STEPS FOR BUILDING THE SYSTEM
The design steps for building the application or the system is given below, but
remembers that each step is work in progress, so we may have to revisit any step during

•

development. Following are the steps:

1. Designing the database structure that will going to hold the persistent data.
And make relationships between tables.
2. Designing the stored procedures in the database to perform basic functions
like add, update from the records.
3. Design the user interface for the system.
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4. Program the user inter face by using modules and macros also make required
quıres.
5. Test the system with sample run.
6. Deploy the system.

2.4. DESIGNING TABLES
Many businesses that use databases do not appreciate the importance of table
design they tend to focus on forms and reports, which are more visible to users. But the
design and content of tables and the relationships among tables can significantly affect
the services that custom database solutions can provide. Table design can also affect the
speed of a custom solution as well as how easily new services can be added to the system.
I end up with seven tables after normalizing the data the list of the tables is as
follows.
1. tAccCon (this table is for the money and payment information for the
contributor.)
2. tAccGst (this. table is for the money and payment information of the
guest.)
3. tContr (this table consists general information about the contributor.)
4. tGuest (this table consists general information about the guest.)
5. tDates

(this table store the different dates for the system e.g. abstract

submission date.)
6. tPaper (this table store the information about the papers that contributors
are going to present during the conference.)
7. tUser (this tabl~ contain the information about the users and their
passwords who are going to access the system.)

•

.
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Now let us explore the structure design of these tables.

Create table in Design view
Create table by using wizard
Create table by entering data
tAccCon
tAccGst
tContr
tDates
tGuest
t'Paper
!~~ser!

Figure 2.1. Tables of the conference tracking system.
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2.5. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TABLES
When you create tables for an application, you should also consider the
relationships between them. These relationships give a relational database much of its
power. There are three types of relationships between tables: one-to-one, one-to-many,
and many-to-many.
The relationship mean that how are the databases interacting with each other, and
how is the data in one table is related with the data in other tables. In relationships one
thing is always important that is ıYOU must have one master table.
You create and edit relationships

between tables in Access by using the

Relationships window. To display the Relationships window, click tJ:ıe Relationships
command (Tools menu). When you define a relationship in Access, you choose the fields
you want to use to define the relationship between two tables by dragging a field from
one table in the Relationships window to the appropriate field in the other table. Access
displays the kind of relationship it will create. If only one of the related fields is a primary
key or unique index, Access creates an onetomany relationship; if both related fields are
primary keys or unique indexes, Access creates an onetoone relationship.
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When you define a relationship, you can specify whether to enforce referential
integrity and whether to allow cascading updates and cascading deletes. Enforcing
referential integrity prevents oıphan records ( a master record is deleted when related
detail records still exist in other tables) in your database. For example, if you select the
Enforce Referential Integrity check box in the Relationships dialog box, no one can
enter an order for a customer that is not in the Customers table or delete a customer if
orders exist for that customer. If you select the Cascade Update Related Fields or the
Cascade Delete Related Records check box, records that have been edited or deleted in
the primary table are automatically updated in related tables. You can control how these
relationships are maintained through the Relationships window. The following illustrates
the relationships between all the tables in our database.

Figure 2.9. Relationship between tables
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DESIGNING THE SYSTEM USING FLOW CHARTS
Flow charts are one of the best tools for software engineering modeling, they
show how the data and information is flowing in the system also they made easy to make
the final application of any kind. Actually they are the steps of how the program is going
to be developed.
There are many kinds of flowcharts, like dataflow diagrams, simple flowcharts,
structure charts etc. I have used a mixture of structure and traditional flowcharts to model
the system.

3.1. FLOWCHART'S OF MENU DESIGN

•
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3.2. FLOW CHARTS OF THE PROCESSES
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BUILDING USER INTERFACE
4.1. FORMS
Applications use forms, along with reports, to present data. Forms are also a
means of accepting and responding to user input. Because database application users
interact with an application almost entirely through forms, form design and behavior are
very important.

Forms provide an additional behind-the-scenes benefit when you use macros or
event procedures to tie your objects together. In addition to using forms as your
application's interface, you can use fields on hidden forms to store and pass values from
form to form or from operation to operation. For example, suppose you want to provide
your users with the ability to enter a range of dates in a dialog box and then print a series
of reports based on that range of dates. The dialog box is a form that you create. When
the user clicks OK in the dialog box, you hide the form rather than close it. Now the dates
that the user enters are available to the macro or code that prints each of the reports.
Next I am going to provide you with the screen outputs of the forms that I used in
my application. First of all a splash screen comes up a splash screen is a form that comes
before all the forms and it gives certain information about the application its creator and
version information. It is used basically to tell the user that some thing is going on under
the hood so please sit back and relax while the application loads its self.
4.1.1. SPLASH SCREEN AND LOGON FORM
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Figure 4.1. The Splash Screen.
After the application loads itself it shows a password form, why I used a password
form because my application is going to be used by many persons for performing
functions.

Figure 4.2. Logon form.

After that the main menu appears up which consists of many different tabs and
buttons, pointing towards different sub options and menus.
4.1.2. MAIN AND SUBMENUS
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Figure 4.3. The main menu.

Figure 4.4. All the tabs on main menu
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4.1.3. DATA ENTRY AND SEARCH FORMS

Figure 4.5. Register new contributor form

•.
•

.
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o nea

po box

Figure 4.6. Register new guest.

•
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Figure 4.7. Edit information of contributor.

•

.
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Figure 4.8. Edit information of guest.

•
"
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Figure 4.9. Register New Paper Information .

.
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Figure 4.11. Sending Acceptance Notifications .

.

Figure 4.12. Registering payments for contributors
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Figure 4.13. Registering Payment for Guest.

.

Figure 4.14. Sending money notification for guests.
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Figure 4.15. Sending email to contributors for money .

.

•
Figure 4.16. Finding a contributor information by name or by id.
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Figure 4.17. The result of Search.
4.1.4. ADMINISTRATOR AREA

Figure 4.18. Password form to access administrator area .

•
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Figure 4.19. Administrator options.

Figure 4.20. Registering new system dates .

Figure 4.21. Editing dates form.
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Figure 4.22. Registering new user.

.
Figure 4.23. Edit user information.
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4.2. REPORTS
We can use reports to display information from tables and queries in a way that
may be more meaningful and readable than just looking at a series of records in a table.
Making a quick report is easy in Access. You can create most reports by using the Report
Wizard. The Report Wizard can automatically create logical groups of data (for example,
orders grouped by customer number); totals (for example, the total number of orders for
all customers); and subtotals (for example, the total number of orders for each customer).
You can add text, data, pictures, lines, boxes, and graphs to your reports.
Some of the reports that I used in my system are as follows. First report is about if
a user wants to get a list of all the contributors and their related information.

Report
dD

dt.M

()f

JıJl The Contributors Taking Par

ı:Bn.., I-ol,.

j+b,J; I ncıı;i,,.

hAU"""

wAU ,-

hCwı

....c«ı ...,..;ı

r. .•. lı: h-1

cl

cl

~~

·-· , ..•... - -· .

••

•

.

Figure 4.24. Report of all the contributors in the system.
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The next report is about if some one wants to get only his information, or if some
organizer wants to get record of any one contributor. Then this report is going to be
printed.

Report For
tCon.trcNamecSnam.job

&

f~k

lack

I

jobPia nation hAddrez

F- p.,mf,w

EFnl

wAddres:sı

I

Jı.Coıtt

I

wCont email salt hotel

I

jD,

I

Figure 4.25. Report for only one person.
Following form is being used to select the person for whom the user need report
about.

•

.
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Figure 4.26. Selecting contributor to get report.
The next report is list of all the guests that are taking part in the conference and
related information about them.

Report For all the Guest
glD by lstletter

glD

gNaJJE

gSmme

Job

JıiıPlaı

student

neer e.

ALI

KHAUOp

TEACHER

FIT

muhammadewa!s

Janjua

student

near

9
982
!!183

9902

•

.

Figure 4.27. Report of all the guests.
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e.

If now the user likes to get information about a particular guest and some related
information about him like where is the guest staying then this report is being employed.

olDb·ıısllPt!or

---------------9

----

gNarne try 1st Lette A

~
liUll!ffl1t~fOr'g~m•··
All[ld•bllNtO"d)

'"'
'""

IUfflfflJl'ifOt'gtD•

"

,uıııı.tur.~ı:ırıt)

.

Figure 4.28. Report for a select Guest.
This guest is selected through a lookup form which is shown below, after seeing
that required person is being found the data is being send to a query and then result set of
query is being sent to the customized report. This way a dynamic report is available .

•

.
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Repırt fur
g!D b'ı' 1st Letter·

ALI

9

gN arne by 1st Lette A

-----~

9Sname byht Let~

K

gl[)_ 9tıame
qSneme
summar;· lor ·ı:ı snam•· e ~HAL ıı::p { 1 oı tı ıı rt e
sum
summor;• ıor·guam,' = ALI( 1 a,tııı rtca-d)
sum
Summar;· ıor•gıo e ~ss (1 aetııı rtcord)
Sum
Gıaıd T01al

Figure 4.29. Form for looking up guest.
Next is a report for payments for all the contributors. That helps if you would like
to print a list at any instant and compare with some accounts .

•

.
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Payment Report for All Contributor
payOate dueAnnınt pıidAmııınt leftAmııınt

clD
cl

Sunnıuyfır'dO',. c1 (2 detail nnm1sJ
Sum

,2
Surnnıryfor

Sum
GrardTctel

'dD'"'

•••

400

100

500

300

200

1000

700

300

c2 (1 detail record)

Figure 4.30. Payment repot for all contributors.
Now if a person just wants to know about a particular contributors payment
history then he employees the following report.

•

.
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Payment report for jhon
cNaTJE

cSmıne

CID

,Amııınt IAmııınt :Amııınt yDate

jhon
c2
500

300

Sunrreryfor'clD'"c2 (1 ddııl recent)
Sum
508
300

200 l/2003
200

SUITTTIUyfor'dhtrre'•jhnn(1 detııllrecord)

Sum

500

300

200

Gren:!Tctl':l

500

300

2CO

Figure 4.31. Report for a selected contributor and history of his payments.
Similarly one can need the report of any particular guest and his payment history .

•
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Payment History of

tim

glD

gNalll!

gSn;me

982

tim

all en

lı.eAmııırıt ııaidAmııınt eftAmııınt pa~alı!

Sumnıry for 'glD' "' 982 (1 detıil record)

Sum
Gmn:ITdd

Figure 4.32. Report for a selected guest.

Many other reports are being employed in the system, and many more can be
created according to the need of a particular customer. I will rap up this section of reports
now and go to the next sectien which is very important in any kind of database
application that is queries.

•
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4.3. CUSTOM QUERIES
Queries are the workhorses of database applications. You can apply them to
achieve many different kinds of objectives. Queries allow you to manipulate the data in
database tables. You can use them to specify the content for forms and reports. Queries
can also designate the data source for a web page.
While you may think of queries as tools for extracting information from one or
more databases, there is a phenomenal amount of diversity in how they can accomplish
this task. In addition, queries can perform other kinds of functions especially if you
include the data definition features of SQL and linking to remote data sources.
Let us go through some of the custom queries that I built or that were needed to
be build for searching or finding information, or creating resultant record sets for other
forms and reports,
I will show all the queries which were employed by the previous two sections .

.
Figure 4.33. Query providing result set for guest payment report.
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Figure 4.34. Query for contributor payment report.

Figure 4.35. Query for general information report for a contributor,

.

••
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Figure 4.36. Query giving result set to guest information report.
There are many other queries that were being used through out the system and I
described earlier many more can be used but due to the limited amount of space I
described few which were implemented using some criteria. Let us see how Ms Access
gives us different views of a query.

•

.
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LECT tGuest.g!D, tGuest.gName, tGuest.gSname, tAccGst.dueAmount,
OM tGuest LEFT JOIN tAccGst ON tGuest.g!D = tAccGst.g!D
HERE (((tGuest.g!D)=[Foıms]![fRptGst]![CombolO]));

tAccGst.paidAmount,

tAccGst.leftAmount,

tAccGst.payDate

Figure 4.36. Run, Design and SQL view for queries.
Let us finish this section with these queries and go to another important section of
the project that is code for performing task.

4.4. VBA CODING
Over a decade ago, Bill Gates proposed a universal macro language for desktop
applications. Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is the fulfillment of that
dream and more. The VBA in Microsoft Access 2000 is common to all Microsoft Office
components as well as scores of third-party packages.;, Its syntax is also .consistent with
the stand-alone Visual Basic programming language. VBA's ubiquity enables developers
to use a single programming language in dozens of contexts simply by learning a new
object model. VBA is like glue for an Access application. VBA holds everything together
and gives an application form,
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Access 2000 includes a new interface, the Visual Basic Editor (VBE), that brings
it more in line with other Office components. However, you'll probably find yourself
inserting VBA code behind the familiar Access forms instead of behind the user forms
used in the rest of Office. This marriage of technologies will feel very natural.
Now let us surf through some of the code that is being used in the project.

_ acwzmain (ACWZMAIN)
-~ conference (conference)
[7+ {gJ MicrosoftAccess Class Objects
[··EID Form_fAccCon
L ...Effl Form_fAdmin
EID Form_fAdminPass
' · EID Fornı_fDates

,··: !~~j:~:f;:r!;

Private Sub Command26_Click()
DoCmd.Close

Sub Command27_Click()
On Error GoTo Err_Conmıand27_Click

§I Form_fEditGuest
§I Form_fEditPaper
'····§! Form_fGuestAcc

DoCmct.Close
Exit_Commanct27_Click:

Exit Sub
Err_Command27_Click:
MsgBox Err.Description
Resurne Exit_Comman?Z7_Click
·········-····

_

,

.. -

.

Private Sub Combo28_AtterUpdate()
Dim rs As Object
Set rs~

Me.Recordset.Clone

rıı.FindFirst "[cIDJ

= '"
& Me! [Combo2ô] & ""'
I~ Not r~.EOF Then Me.Bookmark=
r~.Bookitıark

End Sub

Figure 4.37. Basic VBA window for coding.

•
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Reaume Exit

··· §
§
' §
' -§

FormJDates
FormJEditContr

Form_fEditDate
L.§
Form_fEditGuest
·--@] Form_fEditPaper

. ···§ FormJGuestAcc

!---§
' .. §

Corronand7Click

Fom,_fAdminPas

Fornı_fRegContr.
Form_fRegGuest;

'····§ FormJRegPaper
'"§ FormJRptContri

Private
Sub ComboS_AfterUpdate
()
' Find the record
that
matches
Dim rs As Object

the

control.

Set rs=
He.Recordset.Clone
rs.FindFirst
"[cIDJ
= '" & Me1[Combo8]
& "'"
If Not rs. EOF Then He. Bookmark = rs. Bookme r k
End Sub
Private
Sub CombolO_AfterUpdate
()
' Find the recorcl that
ınatches
Dim rs As Object

the

ccrıt.roı.

Set rs=
He.Recordset.Cloııe
rs.FindFirst
"[gIDJ
= '"
& He![CombolDJ
& "'"
If Not. rs. EOF Then He. Bookmark = rs. Boo kme.rk
End Sub
Private
Sub Corronand12_Click()
On Error
GoTo Err_Corronand12_Click
Dinı stDocName

As String

stDocNaıne = "qRgst"
DoCmd.OpenReport
stDoc!ılame,

acPrevie,ı

Exit_ Corronand12
_ C 1 ı ck:
Exit. Sul,

Figure 4.38. codes behind report form for guest.

.
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Form

····§1

Form=fRegPaı

=. ~

Form_fRptContr;

L ..

IJI

fonn _Load ( l

FormJRptGst

:--·rn Form_fSendAccl
;. · Effl
!· ··~

Fomı_fSendAccl
Form_fSendAccı
Form_fSOOSea

İ. ~

Form_menu

:.... ~

'- § i'&§I<'iili#ff
• §I Form_tUs:er

1

As Int.egeı:-)

Private
Sub Form_Timer ()
DoCmd.Clo:;ıe acFocrn, "ep Leeb"
DoCrnd.OpenFonn "menu"

Figure 4.39. Code for splash screen .

•

•
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!,., ~

Form_fRegGuest

i· , ~

Form_fRegPaper
Form_fRptContri

i . ,~

"rn
(~
i-.. rn
ı. . rn
i

],§

Form_fRptGst
Form_fSendAccr·
Form_fSendAcd
Form_fSendAccr·
Form_fSubSea

!'""§

i"

ilr:il'\il!n,m:d\i

§

L

§

Form_splash
Form_tUser

Private
Sub cnıdreg_ C lie}:: ()
DoCnıd.OpenFornı "fRegContr"
End __,
Sub__
-·-NN_N_N
Private
SulJ Conınıand13_click
DoCnıd.OpenFornı "fRegGuest"
Sub

Private
Sub Fornı_Load ()
Me.Tinıerinterval
= 1000
End s,ubc.:~-------
Pr i veıt.e Sub Form_ Timer()
Me.txtt
= Time ()
End Sub

Figure 4.40. Some code for the main menu .

.
•

.
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()

Private Sub Command13 _ ClicJ.: ()
On Error GoTo Err Command13 Click
Dim st.DocNanıe As St.ring
Dim stLinkCriteria As String
stDocNarrıe = "fSeReCon"
stLinkCriteria = "[cID]~" & "'" & Me1[Text11]
stLinkCriteria
DoCmd. OpenForm stDocNaıne,

' '

Exit Command13 Click:
Exit Sub
Err Command13 Click:
MsgBox Err.Description
Resume Exit Command13 Click

Sub Command14_Click()
On Error GoTo Err Corı:ımand14 ClicJ.:
Dim stDocNarrıe As String
Dim st.LinkCrit.eriaAs String
stDocNarrıe = "fSeR~Con"
stL inker iter ia ·= pp [ ¢Name] = pp & pp' " & Me ! [ Text liJ.]
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocNarrıe, , , stLinkCriteria
Exit Command14 ClicJ.::
Exit Sub
~rr_Command14_Click:
MsgBox Err.Description
Resuıne Exit Command14 Click
End Sub
"NNffNN

•

------------

~----------------------------·----,--

Figure 4.41. Some code for search form .

.
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&

~ıpt ion Compare Database
Dim db Jı.s DAO. Database

------

---·-

Private Sub Conunand2 6_ClicJ.:: ()
D iırı rs lı.s D.i'ı.O. Recordset
Dims Jı.s String
s = "SELECT 1. FROM tContr liJHERE c ID=' PP & Me. c ID
Set rs= db.OpenRecordset(s)
If rs.EOF Jı.nd rs.BOF Then
rs.Add.New
rs.Fields("cID") .Value= Me.cID
rs. Fields ( "cName") . Value = Me. cName
rs.Fields ( "cSname") . Value = Me. cSnanıe
rs.Fields ("job") .Value = Me.job
rs.Fields("jobPlace") .Value= Me.jobPlace
rs.Fields("nation") .Valüe = He.nation
Me. hP.ddress
rs.Fields("hlı.ddress") .Value
Me.wlı.ddress
rs.Fields("wlı.ddress") .Value
Me.hContNum
rs.Fields ( "hContNum") . Value
Me.wContNum
rs.Fields("wContNum") .Value
rs.Fields("email") .Value= Me.email
rs.Fields("saltation") .Value= Me.saltation
rs.Update
Else
MsgBox "This Record Already exists", vbOKOnly
End If

End Sub
,~~,--~-,,.,----n~"-''""·"------------------·---·,--·---~y..,,;,-y,;,,

•
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"'

PP

..mYN ;<Y--"-"''_.,,.,,,._.,,,
__ , '-'""

Figure 4.42. Some code for adding, registration forms .

.

&

~:"'I
. )::rzı
ıJ%f AfterUpdate
Private

Sub

cmbdrı_BeforeUpdate(Cancel

As Integer)

I

Private
Sub cnıbdn_ClicJ.::()
Dims
As String
s = "SELECT p_name FROM per
Me.lstm.RowSource
= s

WHERE

p_dep='"

& Me.cnıbdn

& "'"

Private
Sub cmdsend_ClicJ.::()
Dim t As String
Dim att
As String
Dirr, ad As String
Dim subj
As String
Dim maaç
As String

t

=

n

rr

For i = O To Me.lstm.ListCount
- 1
t = t & lstm. Column (O, i) & "; ır
Next
i
att
= Me.lstr.Column(O,
1)
ad=
t & vbNullString
subj
= Me. t.xt sun & vbNullString
& vbNullSt.ring
acSendReport,
att,

acFormatHTML,

ad,

,

,

suoj , masg

Figure 4.43. code for sending an email using SendObject Function.

Before that the code starts to more long and long and difficult to show I will close
my report for the project. Other ,reason for not providing full list of code is also that
almost same procedures and functions are being used again and again and that are not

.

•

required to display.
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CONCLUSION
The program developed by me is not the perfect solution for the conference
tracking but it leads a way towards a fare application that can be developed and used at
any institution or organization. Many things can more be included in this application. I
can improve the code for sending the emails by automating the ms access with the
outlook express, now I just used a built in macro which is also vary flexible. The security
level is not vary high because this application is not developed for multiple users at same
time, but the security can be increased by sing Ms Access on the front end and some
advanced database server on the back end like ORACLE or SQL SERVER.
But still the application is quite stable and perform the duty what it is meant for,
and MS Access proves its critics that it is not only best and most widely used DESKTOP
RDBMS system but also a great actually excellent development tool .
I want to remark that Access 2000 is a major upgrade in several important areas.
The new VBE is just the tip of the iceberg. We alluded to a couple of major issues in this
article. These are the new ADO models and the new database format. Both of these can
have profound effects on how you work with Access .

.
•
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